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EXTRACTS ONLY
24. It is to be noted that if any student is admitted after commencement of the course it would be
against the intended objects of fixing a time schedule. In fact, as the factual positions go to show, the
inevitable result is increase in the number of seats for the next session to accommodate the students
who are admitted after commencement of the course for the relevant session. Though, it was pleaded
by learned counsel for respondent No.1 that with the object of preventing loss of national exchequer
such admissions should be permitted, we are of the view that same cannot be a ground to permit mid‐
stream admissions which would be against the spirit of governing statutes. His suggestion that extra
classes can be taken is also not acceptable. The time schedule is fixed by taking into consideration the
capacity of the student to study and the appropriate spacing of classes. The students also need rest and
the continuous taking of classes with the object of fulfilling requisite number of days would be harmful
to be students' physical and metal capacity to study. In fact such a suggestion was held to be grossly
inappropriate in Dr. Dinesh Kumar's case (supra). In paragraph 15, it was observed as under:
"The next question is as to when should the examination be held. Learned counsel for the Union
of India as also the Indian Medical Council suggested that it could be done in October this year
so that the candidates selected at the entrance examination could join the 1987‐88 session from
November. In most of the colleges, admission in respect of 85 per cent seats has been
completed and actual teaching has either begun or is about to begin. By November a substantial
part of the course would have been read. To meet the situation, learned counsel for the Union
of India suggested that we should direct the colleges and institutions to have a supplementary
course for the students admitted against the 15 per cent vacancies. In the absence of consent
from the institutions, it would be difficult to work out that. As it is, there exists a lot of confusion
in the field and we do not propose to add to it by giving a direction of the type proposed. On the
other hand it would be appropriate to bring the scheme into operation from the coming year so
that all the preliminaries can be properly conducted and in regular course the students can seek
admission to the 1988‐89 session. We accordingly direct the authorities to hold the examination
in the manner directed, in June (sic May) 1988. The Union of India, the Medical Council the
Dental Council, the several States, Universities and Medical Colleges or institutions who are
covered by the scheme are directed to comply with these orders in time so as to give full effect
to what has been said here."
(underlined for emphasis)
25. There is, however, a necessity for specifically providing the time schedule for the course and fixing
the period during which admissions can take place, making it clear that no admission can be granted
after the scheduled date, which essentially should be the date for commencement of the course.

In conclusion:
(i) there is no scope for admitting students mid‐stream as that would be against very spirit of statutes
governing the medical education;
(ii) even if, seats are unfilled that cannot be a ground for making mid session admissions;
(iii) there cannot be telescoping of unfilled seats of one year with permitted seats of the subsequent
year;
(iv) the MCI shall ensure that the examining bodies fix a time schedule specifying the duration of this
course, the date of commencement of the course and the last date for admission;
(v) different modalities for admission can worked out and necessary steps like holding of examination if
prescribed, counseling and the like have to be completed within the specified time;
(vi) no variation of the schedule so far as admissions are concerned shall be allowed;
(vii) in case of any deviation by the concerned institution, action as prescribed shall be taken by the MCI.
The High Court was obviously in error in directing mid‐session admission. The impugned order is,
therefore, set aside. But as was earlier directed by this

